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10 professional fonts in fantasy scripts for game masters, table players and publishers. The fonts are available as personal use or professional license in .otf or .ttf formats. Legacy: Life Among the Ruins is a tabletop role-playing game about the survivors of a reality-obsolescence, the families they make up, and the new world they will create as the ages turn.
Every generation, new threats and opportunities will emerge, and a hero will emerge from every family to deal with them. Legacy combines the post-apocalyptic weirdness of Fallout and S.T.A.L.K.E.R. and the epochal gameplay of Civilisation and Alpha Centauri, ending the mix with innovative rules adapted by D. Vincent Baker's Apocalypse World. Battle
Century G is a game about anime action, huge robots and clever mechanics. It takes inspiration from many sources, but the most obvious influence is the Super Robot Wars franchise. The game is effect-based, the way you do something is not as important as what you do. And what you're doing is controlling a Kickass Mecha, commanding a Badass
battleship, or driving a fearsome Kaiju. What worked against your rival last time might not work again, this time they could be prepared. It is a game for intelligent players who like to master difficult challenges. But don't just take my word for it: download the beta and see for yourself. The first addition to the Android action RPG, The Robotic Age Mars brings
the game to Terraformed Mars. New rules, new upgrades, new name and of course giant mecha! In Riders, you play a mortal servant of the Apocalypse (or other interested parties) who tries to avert the end of days while heaven and hell want you dead. Command forces of conquest, war, hunger and death, ride them on fantastic motorcycles and show that
the world is worth saving! A parallel world around us. Entities that want to go on this side of the curtain. A world of occult conspiracy and espionage. A war for reality. With a lighting system to streamline story experiences. Give the dark side and hope you return. Death &amp; Taxes is an adventure for 4-7 players with characters level 4-6. It is a standalone
sequel to our first project Whisper &amp; Venom. Delivered on time with all promised components after its own successful Kickstarter project in 2013. It will include poster cards, miniatures (potentially one for each encounter) and more gaming accessories. Although designed for classic rules, the ultimate goal is to create total conversions of the game for
popular modern systems while maintaining old-school sensitivities. We this last time very successfully with a well-accepted Pathfinder conversion. Wonder Verse is an exciting new way to create and share adventures with your friends! It combines the best of Choose-Your-Own-Adventure-Style storytelling with all the imagination and flexibility of Game Master
world-building fun in a simple iPad app. Create stories of exotic places to visit, strange characters and and to discover, and to solve great secrets. Then share these adventures with your friends with a few simple tips for them as the characters in your stories to explore! Look at it! It's great fun. The Earthdawn RPG mixes the familiar with the exotic; Dwarves,
elves and humans mingle with the lizard-like T'skrang, the earth-skinned obsidims and the small, fleeing windlings. This KickStarter brings all these varied races along with unique monsters they face to enhance your experience playing the RPG. Since some of the races in Earthdawn are unique in fantasy RPGs, this project will be an opportunity to have
miniatures that better match their characters while you play Earthdawn. The miniatures are 28mm in large format and are all designed to be very affordable on the gamer budget at a cost of USD 2.33 to USD 5 per piece. You may already know that Steamscapes is a Savage Worlds setting of gunslingers and gearbox forgeries, anti-technology saboteurs, and
powerless. But that's not all you can find in the Steamscapes world. Soon you will know it as a world of elephant cavalry, Japanese automatic infantry and powerful Chinese dragon airships. Welcome to Steamscapes: Asia! If you haven't watched Steamscapes yet, this is a great opportunity to see what you're missing! Check out the Cog Backer levels (No. 5)
and Gear Train (10 USD) and learn how to support our new project and also buy our existing books at significant discounts! Other World Mapper is a fantasy map design software that allows RPG players, authors and developers to quickly create detailed fantasy maps with an intuitive GUI and special tools. Children are the most creative people. Many
inventions such as earmuffs, chalk holders and underwater conversation devices were developed by children. Unfortunately, in the creative world of tabletop RPG gaming, the authors of the rules make the game inaccessible to many. The language in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook is written at 1300L, similar to the textbooks of the first year of study under the
Lexile Framework for Reading. Atlas Kings will make OGL-like rules more accessible to children, both in the language used and in simplifying the rules. Lost Cities, Demonic Cults, and a wealth of new character options – from Werelions to Jinnborn heroes, from black lotus magic to the City of Cats. The Southlands bring supporters rich taste, playful
adventures and a heavily played bestiary filled with creatures written by Paizo employees, professional freelancers and project supporters. Join the tradition of Conan, Aladdin Sindbad and bring a touch of wild adventure to your Pathfinder campaign! Join api and defend the world from the destruction between coffee breaks. Includes updated rules and more
demons for DGS and Savage Worlds.Apocalypse Prevention, Inc. 2nd Edition is looking for some good agents to save the world from a Kickstarter apocalypse. In this game, you play as an agent of a Company whose job it is to save the world from all sorts of demonic threats... keep an eye on the company's results. Draconic Magazine presents an O5R
adventure for inexperienced PCs involved in a high-profile murder during the Mask Festival. The fate of Torth (new common setting for organized game) is at stake. Sandbox, urban adventure, dark, conan-esque sword &amp; sorcery, with just a touch of scifi! none* was a great puzzle game. none*2 is the sequel. NO REALLY WHITE WHAT THE NONE*
GAME IS ABOUT It gives you a question and you need to find out the answer to progress. All you have is the hint and a keyboard to answer. After I just didn't complete a*2, I posted the questions and answers below. Read no more*2 I don't know that I can really answer them. I've played fantasy systems, but I would never really say that fantasy was my go-to
role-playing genre. I'm more into modern or futuristic games in the main. I played D&amp;D of course (3rd and 3.5), but I didn't really find it a captivating setting (although I get occasional urges to go back monkeys with the magic system). I played Heroquest, Earthdawn, HERO Fantasy and Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay (1st and 2nd). I really enjoyed some
of these games, but I don't know that I would call any of them my favorite fantasy RPG. Other games I'm sitting on my shelf, or games I anticipate, are Fireborn (the RPG of being a dragon reborn as a human being) and Karthun: Lands of Conflict, based on the fantasy RPG campaign in D20 Monkey. What about Karthun is that it's not actually an RPG, but an
attitude. It's a complete recast of the setting based on some of the ideas in D&amp;D and has very different views on how things work – and the Kickstarter (which I supported) also offers a GM book with instructions on how to use the setting in different systems, including FATE, 13th Age, Pathfinder, D&amp;D 5th, Dungeon World and Savage Worlds – I'm
looking forward to it – I'm looking forward to it. to get your hands on the PDF to see it. To take another course, my current favorite fantasy RPG is Skyrim (yes, it's a video game). I haven't counted LARPs where the majority of the LARPs I've played were fantasy games and I find it difficult to decide which of Skyrim and Empire I enjoy the most – it's a tough
call. At the moment I think Skyrim wins because I don't feel particularly extroverted at the moment and what I'm doing at Empire requires a certain amount of extroversion (which is a strange word). My last RPG purchase... Huh. I don't really know. My last LARP purchase (from personal and My new buckler, bought by Eldritch in the last empire, was my new
buckler, but I think I should choose a table answer here. Assuming Kickstarter count, my last RPG-related Kickstarter space scooter was only funded last week. Sci-fi cubewith glowing centers. My last RPG Kickstarter was the Planet Mercenary Kickstarter, which World of Schlock Mercenary to the role-playing table. Still in production. The last RPG I had
travelled to after the purchase is Feng Shui 2, also known as one of the only Kickstarters I wish I had withdrawn instead of leaving my promise. Nevertheless, I now have my copy and it sits on my shelf, waiting to be read at a later date. The last RPG video game I bought was probably Skyrim, which absorbs all my time. In a related note, my Skyrim saves
were on the cloud, so losing my hard drive, i didn't lose all my progress. So the loss of my storage drive doesn't seem to be that bad at first. I've lost my local copy/dropbox folders (but they're in the cloud, so no problem), look at them now. I've lost my downloads and torrents, but I can always download things I've downloaded before – the biggest problem will
be to remember where I was with some series. I've lost my game installations, but they're all on Steam so I can just reinstall them no problem. Then it hit me. All my game installed. This means that my Skyrim progress will be lost... Damn. I was so close to One-Handed 100 and now I have to start over? I mean, I can do better the second time, but having a
reboot is just annoying – losing everything I've built is just annoying. As I posted elsewhere, I'm looking to run a game. What I want to do is be able to run it like and when my two players and I are available for them/above. So some weeks we could play three sessions, and other weeks only one (or not at all); I want to be able to run without some players and
possibly with a completely different group session to session, so I want it to be the kind of game where you can complete things in a session while still having the potential for an overarching campaign. I also want to play it online without having many rules in the way of online RP. With this in mind, I have selected three settings that I like and in which I want to
run a game. The first is Orpheus, a game I've loved for over a decade – one of the first table games I've played. In Orpheus, a cryogenic research company called The Orpheus Group developed cryogenic technologies for medical research and developed the first cryogenic process that allows for stable freezing and thawing of living beings. In their tests of
this process, they discovered that their human subjects reported that they had dreams while they slept – dreams that they would meet the Orpheus employees at the Observed. This was not considered particularly remarkable until one of them recounted incidents that had happened in the lab – incidents they didn't need to know about without having been
there or told about. Further research was carried out and it was found that the cryogenic frozen subjects experienced astral projection and could perceive events around them. The experiments continued and showed that post-life entities (PLEs or ghosts) were also present in the astral state in which the thresholds were located. Not only but PLEs and astral
projections could exert supernatural power. In one fell swoop, the Orpheus Group proved that ghosts were real and that they could influence the world in an unknown way. The studies continued, but this discovery explained every history of supernatural events throughout history, and a paranormal investigation department was established. Orpheus became
a paranormal service organization, dealing with haunts for a considerable fee. As players, you are members of the investigation teams, who are either projectors (living people projecting their consciousness out of their bodies) or PLEs (ghosts) who work for fantastic sums of money and regularly deal with the supernatural. The second is demon hunter. I'll
never explain it better than the guys who made it, so here's the Brotherhood of Celestial Torch Orientation Video that came with the Field Operational Training Manual (RPG). Basically, you are a bunch of miscues fighting against the agents of hell (the order of the hellish scepter). All the monsters and dark things from your favorite movies and TV shows are
real, and it's the Brotherhood's job to drop them before they come to humanity. On the bright side, you have access to a 13/Ark warehouse of the Covenant style warehouse of infinite size, which may only have the tools you need for the job – if you can find them. It's a comedy-action investigation game, and I have both the original RPG and the Playtest
version of the new edition (the new edition is still being finalized). The third attitude I look at is essentially Cowboy Bebop/Outlaw Star. Bounty hunters/freelancers roam human-colonized Spaaaaaace in search of enough money to buy fuel, food and ammunition while they try to prepare for the great score they will set up for life (provided they don't blow it on
an act of charity / leave it to save someone/ enter the treasure for love/die in the process. From a system-wise point of view, I look at FATE-based solutions. I have a homebrew conversion for Orpheus to FATE Accelerated, the new Demon Hunter edition is based on FATE Accelerated, and the bebop setting can be executed with either FATE or something
else. FATE Accelerated should be pretty easy for people to pick up without standing in the way of the story, and it should also allow people to create characters pretty quickly so they can get involved without a length character creation process. As I said, I want to run things online. Thoughts are to use Google Hangouts for communication, and maybe also
use Roll20 (this will get me to learn Roll20). I had a few people who expressed interest, but I no indication of a setting preference. If you are interested and have a preferred setting from these three (or have an alternative idea that I might be interested in), let me know. The selected selection of images is just for Outlaw Star to step into the, and I have to watch
it again. In 2012, I supported a game on Kickstarter called Godus. Coming from people who Games like Black &amp; White, I was pretty sure I would get an addictive god game. I feel like I was right. I've been playing it in and out since I got access to the beta, but this weekend was the first time I've played it for a long stint. Finally I have my civ production and
got out of the tutorial area and into the next world. Damn, it's exhausting to be a God. I tend to be able either to desperately collect resources, or you are running virtually unlimited resources until the next crisis occurs. The second part is if you can engage in the right world sculpture (literally) as you can afford to spend 100,000 faiths, destroy a mountain to get
buried at the ancient temples under it. Not that I did. Twice. My annoyances with the game mostly come from the fact that it's still in beta, so it's buggy. The game would only freeze and crash on me occasionally, but the built-in auto-save (the only way to save) is pretty good in meaning that you don't lose much. The other big thing that was annoying is actually
your followers. Because they're stupid in their hearts, they'd constantly go wrong or get stuck in places they shouldn't be - often because the path was a micron too small so they couldn't get through - but if it looks wide enough, how can you say that? Overall, however, it's a compelling game that requires some elements of strategy and planning (who knew
you had to plan your community setup? I would recommend it to people who are interested in this type of game – although you might want to wait until it is no longer beta... [[This article was originally scheduled for release on March 30, but it got stuck in drafts and will be published two weeks later. I've managed to stay away from it for the last two weeks,
mostly because of LARPing]] I don't know why I should be the only one who's excited about it, so I'm presenting you: a dark room. A Dark Room is a simple browser-based game that works from a simple point-and-click interface (although certain aspects are better handled through keyboard controls). It starts very slowly, with no apparent goals or intentions,
but over time there is this story that is told to them by nothing but environmental cues. There is no old man who shows up and tells you a story – it's up to you to write together. All you get to start with is a dark room, and the ability to start a fire. From there, it tells a story that varies from imagination to imagination. One of the things I like about it is the simple
aesthetic. Remember the beginnings of Fallen London, when the best review of it was described as mostly beige, mostly text, and it was the story that made it a success, not a fancy graphic. A Dark Room is made complete with JavaScript and CSS without fancy graphics in the old tradition of the oldest RPGs, and this simplicity hasn't stopped it from winning
awards for its concept and design. Go, play it, and come back and tell me what you think is the story. It is also available on (unofficial ports) and iOS (for 0.79 USD). Started playing with the Secret World last night. It's been a while since I played an MMO. I think it might be safe to say I'm addicted. I play as part of the Illuminati (sex, drugs and Rockefeller) as
a chaos magician. As other people have commented , it's really like an awakening, more to the point, a Seer of the Throne awakening*. I'm still going through the first things, but I've found that it's not particularly grindy, nor is it particularly repetitive. I was on a few fetchquests, and a few go here and do this quests, but these were the side quests, not the main
quest. I like how, when you complete a quest, send a report back to the base and you quite often get snippy little answers back about how while you're off the mission, at least you don't waste your time. Discovering my limits is difficult. I can usually treat half a dozen zombies without any problems, but sometimes a few more is enough to take me. And the big
feckers... Well, I can do one of them solo – shame that I always put them on for three... If someone wants to get in touch, I play as Valcyn on the Arcadia server. *Mage: the Awakening References, as a reference I have been playing Ingress for a few weeks. I enjoy playing, although sometimes I fall out of love and can't match the switch-on. Other times it
took me out and made me do things I wouldn't normally like to do around Calton Hill - something I'd never really done, even though I've lived in Edinburgh since 2004. It's a big game of red versus blue, really – an eternal war for important points on the map that need to be secured and held against the enemy, with one difference: it's actually green vs. blue.
There's a story that goes with it and a lot of commitment from players and organizers, but the central mechanics are beautiful in themselves. Portals, the key points that need to be secured, are linked to important places in human culture. Places of beauty, history, culture. Places like Calton Hill, Edinburgh Castle, the Scott Monument, the Scottish National
Gallery. You can appear on any statue, every monument. And I'm almost at my point here: this is a game that encourages geeks to go out into the world and explore, find new and interesting places. Admittedly, it goes there and catches or strengthens portals, but you get people out of the house and go to places they might not have done before. The fact that
it works, that people go and do that is commendable in itself. That there is a community that is built up and that you meet and also talk to new people – that's even better. someone wants to try it, I have a few invitations. You need an Android device (although there seems to be an iOS port) and a Google account. let me know. Know. Know.
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